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LPG Industry - Vulnerable Persons Protocol 

The UKLPG Vulnerable People’s protocol encompasses a set of best practice standards that UKLPG 

members are obliged to adhere to.  

The protocol details;  

 customer protection embodied in contracted supply arrangements 

 assistance for customers with visual or aural impairments 

 access to independent Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)  

 best practice for dealing with customers in payment difficulties 

 priority delivery endeavours. 

 

Companies who supply bulk liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) to domestic customers and are members of 

UKLPG agree to the principles set out in this protocol. 

 

Background 

LPG is sourced from refined oil or separated from natural gas streams and is subject to separate wholesale 

markets that exert a significant influence on end consumer pricing. Three national companies and 22 

regionally based UKLPG member companies buy LPG from wholesalers and distribute it to end users.  

Bulk LPG is delivered as a liquid into bulk storage tanks from which the LPG is taken as a vapour to supply 

energy to the home or groups of homes. 

The bulk storage tank and its fittings are subject to certain statutory rules and for these reasons, as well as 

to meet general principles of safety, the tank is virtually always owned by the LPG supplier. This model is 

supported by the HSE and was supported by the Competition Commission in its 2004-6 Inquiry into the 

UK domestic bulk LPG market. 

As a result of supplier tank ownership, the delivery arrangements take place under a contract between the 

customer and the LPG supplier. The maximum exclusivity period of any supply contract permitted is two 

years. At the end of the exclusivity period the customer can choose to sign another exclusivity contract 

with their existing LPG supplier, stay in contract but not be bound for a further fixed period or move to 

another LPG supplier.  

If the customer choses to switch supplier, ownership of the tank transfers from the outgoing to the 

incoming supplier (through use of the UKLPG or CMA tank transfer calculator), no charges may be levied 

onto the customer by the outgoing supplier for the transfer or uplift of the tank. 
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Protection embodied in contracted supply arrangements 

In adherence to the Competition and Markets Authority order that came into effect in April 2009, all bulk 

domestic LPG customers whose gas is supplied via a bulk tank are able to switch their LPG supplier along 

with the ownership of their tank once they are no longer bound by any exclusivity period in a supply 

contract, which can last no longer than two years. 

LPG suppliers advise customers of this one month before they become eligible to switch. Details of this 

date are to be found in customers’ supply contracts and all supplier invoices must also carry details of how 

customers can switch LPG suppliers.  

The terms of the supply contract will include inter alia confirmation of tank ownership and that only the 

tank owner may supply gas to that tank.  

The existence of a supply contract provides a number of consumer protections additional to those 

provided under consumer law: 

 The supply contract will detail the customer’s price, including any fixed price offers applicable at 

the time. 

 All price increases must be notified to the customer in advance of taking effect. 

 The customer knows their guaranteed supply price at the time of ordering. 

 In addition, customers have improved rights to cancel or to switch supplier if prices rise beyond a 

specified level. 

 Transparency in price variation clauses gives customers a more informed view of the likely cost of 

a contract.  

 It enables LPG suppliers to make credit arrangements available to customers i.e. gas is typically paid 

for in arrears via a variety of payment methods – including budget plans. 

 It provides additional supply security e.g. an “auto top up” system which minimises the risk that 

customers will run out of LPG, and timely deliveries that anticipate and manage times of peak 

demand. 

 Under the supply contract the supplier takes on all the relevant statutory safety duties and is legally 

obliged to discharge them. 

 It facilitates the provision of comprehensive public liability insurance at minimal cost. 

Switch Supplier Service  

UKLPG provides a ‘switch supplier service’ enabling LPG customers to ‘shop around’ by searching the list 

of UKLPG member companies that supply LPG to their postcode area.  

More details can be found at www.uklpg.org/advice-and-information/how-to-switch-lpg-supplier/  
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UKLPG Ombudsman Scheme  

The UKLPG Ombudsman scheme ensures industrywide compliance with The Alternative Dispute Resolution 

for Consumer Disputes Regulations 2015.  

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) refers to methods of resolving disputes between consumers and 

traders which prevent the need to go to court. ADR, and access to it, is good practice for all businesses 

that are committed to giving their customers the best possible service. 

All UKLPG member companies remain committed to resolving customer grievances as quickly and 

efficiently as possible, however where customers require further recourse to resolution, access to 

independent mediation is available free of charge.  

Administered by UtilitiesADR (a division of The Retail Ombudsman), the UKLPG Ombudsman Scheme will 

give the customers of UKLPG member companies that purchase domestic bulk LPG, LPG cylinders, 

Autogas and LPG equipment, access to independent arbitration should they wish to pursue this route to 

resolve their complaint. 

Full members who sell B2C in any form to domestic customers or non-business consumers are to use 

UKLPG’s chosen ADR provider or confirm formally that they will use and obey the outcome of equivalent 

service provider. Members will publicise this scheme (or their alternative) on their website and in contracts 

or general T’s and C’s.  

 

Customers with Visual or Aural Impairments 

In the case of customers known to have visual or hearing difficulties, LPG suppliers will use their best 

endeavours to provide additional support: 

a) If blind or partially sighted, provide a means for that customer to access details and information 

about their bill free of charge 

b) If blind, partially sighted, deaf or hard of hearing, provide facilities or means by which that person 

can ask or complain about any domestic bill, account or enquire about supply of LPG or any other 

service provided by the LPG supplier 

c) Have their bill and other account information sent to another nominated individual; and 

d) Facilitate the means by which they can assess tank levels to establish whether they need to place an 

order for LPG. This can be done via a tank telemetry system or other local arrangements. 
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Customers in Payment Difficulties 

Typically LPG is delivered before payment becomes due meaning that any arrears or refusal to pay comes 

after the customer has access to LPG.  

LPG suppliers will work with customers who have difficulty in paying and use their best endeavours to help 

them to more efficiently manage their use of gas already in the tank. Additionally, LPG suppliers will use 

their best endeavours to offer payment plans of regular installments to these customers, or other means by 

which they can pay for and access LPG for essential heating.  

Where money is owed, LPG suppliers will take all reasonable steps to recoup money owed through 

payment or restricted delivery plans that allow the supply of LPG to continue whilst addressing arrears. 

Where disconnection or credit limitation is unavoidable due to inability to pay, LPG suppliers will take all 

reasonable steps to ensure that customers who have not paid for their LPG are not disconnected or not 

supplied during the winter if the LPG supplier knows or has reason to believe that the customer is of 

pensionable age and lives alone, lives only with persons who are of pensionable age or under the age of 18, 

or is chronically sick or disabled. 

 

Planning for winter and winter deliveries (Cold Weather Priority customers) 

UKLPG Member companies strive to ensure that they can deliver LPG to their customers throughout the 

year. In winter demand for LPG is at its highest and should there be severe enough weather to block roads, 

normal delivery patters become disrupted. At times of restricted supply the industry will seek to ensure 

that the following groups do not run out of energy: 

• Those (account holder or permanent occupant of the residence) aged 75 or older  

• Those who are chronically ill or registered disabled 

 

In addition to the above criteria, UKLPG member companies are aware that there are other temporary 

extenuating circumstances which may warrant priority delivery treatment (e.g. pregnant 

mothers/households with children under 2 years old) and all reasonable endeavours will be taken to ensure 

such customers do not go without energy.  

Each company will have its own policy on how it seeks to meet this commitment, including working with 

customers who fall into the above categories to help ensure that they go into winter with an adequate 

stock of LPG, or identifying at an early opportunity when they might need a further delivery. At the most 

extreme this information will be used in prioritising deliveries when there is a severe restriction on LPG 

availability. 
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